FROM I-70 E.
Take exit 282 for I-225 S/I-225 toward Aurora/Colorado Springs. Continue on I-225 S to Exit 7 (Mississippi Ave). Exit onto the Mississippi Ave exit ramp, and turn right by using the turn lane that is the second from the right. Be prepared to take an immediate left onto S Potomac St which is the first light once on Mississippi Ave. Turn left on S Potomac St and continue for a quarter of a mile. The 1421 building at The Medical Center of Aurora will be on the right. Public parking is in the parking garage, in the lot in front of the building.

FROM I-70 W
Take exit 282 for I-225 S/I-225 toward Aurora/Colorado Springs. Continue on I-225 S to Exit 7 (Mississippi Ave). Exit onto the Mississippi Ave exit ramp, and turn right by using the turn lane that is the second from the right. Be prepared to take an immediate left onto S Potomac St which is the first light once on Mississippi Ave. Turn left on S Potomac St and continue for a quarter of a mile. The 1421 building at The Medical Center of Aurora will be on the right. Public parking is in the parking garage, in the lot in front of the building.

FROM I-25 N
Merge on to I-225 North. Continue on I-225 North to Exit 7, (Mississippi Ave). Exit onto the Mississippi Ave exit ramp, and turn left onto Mississippi Ave. Turn left onto S Potomac St and continue for a quarter of a mile. The 1421 building at The Medical Center of Aurora will be on the right. Public parking is in the parking garage, in the lot in front of the building.

FROM I-25 S
Merge on to I-225 North. Continue on I-225 North to Exit 7, (Mississippi Ave). Exit onto the Mississippi Ave exit ramp, and turn left onto Mississippi Ave. Turn left onto S Potomac St and continue for a quarter of a mile. The 1421 building at The Medical Center of Aurora will be on the right. Public parking is in the parking garage, in the lot in front of the building.

IF INSTRUCTED, PLEASE DO NOT EAT OR DRINK FOR 6 HOURS PRIOR TO YOUR APPOINTMENT.

SI LE FUE REQUERIDO, FAVOR DE NO TOMAR NI COMER POR 6 HORAS ANTES